
The New ZETA6104 Drive/Indexer System
Incorporates Two Major Motion Technology Advances...
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ZETA Awards &
Recognition

To receive Compumotor’s Systems and Controls catalog, which includes the ZETA6104, call 1/800/249-0520 and ask for Dept. 5520.☎

Compumotor’s ZETA Series
has received a bevy of
honors and accolades from
several prestigious manufac-
turing trade publications
since its release in 1995.
Here’s a partial list of the
awards that this revolutionary
product has garnered thus far.

✰ Plant Engineering
• 1995 Product of the

Year Finalist
✰ Design News

• 1995 Best Power
Transmission & Motion
& Control Product

• 1995 Product of the
Year Finalist

✰ Product Design &
Development
• 1995 Product of the
Year Finalist

✰ NASA Tech Briefs
• October 1995 Product

of the Month
• 1995 Product of the

Year Finalist
✰ Control Engineering

• 1995 Product
Recognition Award

Compumotor is proud of the
ZETA Series’ performance
and recognition within the
motion & control industry.
Do you still have questions
about which microstepper is
the best product on the
market today?  Don’t take
our word for it—you can get
the inside scoop from these
world-class publications.

ntroducing Compumotor’s ZETA6104 — a new stand-
alone, single-axis drive/indexer system. The ZETA6104
packs all the power and reliability of the 6000 family of
controllers and ZETA drives into one convenient pack-

age. All of the I/O points, RS232C/RS422C/RS485C control,
operator interface options, and following capabilities necessary
for single-axis applications are included. The following package

can perform phase shifts,
electronic gearbox and flying
cutoff functions with ease.
   For multiple-axis applications,
up to 99 ZETA6401s can be
daisy-chained to work together,
or up to 32 ZETA6104s can be
multi-dropped using RS422C/
RS485C. The new drive/
indexer comes standard with
Compumotor’s Motion Archi-
tect, a Microsoft Windows-
based development package
that contains tools for easy
creation and implementation of
motion programs. Other
compatible software packages
include Compumotor’s Motion
Toolbox™, DDE 6000 Server,
and Motion Builder. The
ZETA6104 uses Compumotor’s
6000 Series command
language—a language
powerful enough to implement
complex motion control
applications and simple
enough to not overwhelm the
novice programmer.

The ZETA6104 features
two patent pending
features:
✰ Active (electronic) Damp-

ing that offers damping
ratios up to 0.5, higher
acceleration than conven-
tional steppers, decreased
motor vibration, and
increased usable torque.

✰ Electronic Viscosity for
reduced settling time,
increased slower speed
smoothness and reduced
audible noise.

   The ZETA6104 is also the
fastest and smallest
microstepping drive of its type
on the market.

   Designed for simple installation, the ZETA6104 offers connec-
tions on removable screw terminals and a standard 50-pin
header for easy installation and cable routing without having to
cut-off and re-attach a connector.
   The ZETA6104 features compact dimensions of 8.8” (H) x 3”
(W) x 6.1” (D), providing an overall product package that has one
of the smallest footprints on the market.
   With torques from 65 to 400 oz.-in., the ZETA6104 is capable
of continuous speeds to 50 RPS (3000 RPM). The new drive
provides custom ASIC-controlled microstepping in 16 standard,
selectable resolutions up to 50,800 steps per revolution. The
system comes complete with high accuracy 1.8 degree hybrid
permanent magnet step motors that have been optimized for
smooth microstepping operation. Six industry standard motors
are available in NEMA 23 and 34 frame sizes with 10-foot motor
cables.
   Status/Fault indicators (Power, Incoming Step Pulses, Under
voltage, Over Temperature, and Motor Fault) have been added
to enhance system reliability. In addition, power dump circuitry
protects the ZETA6104 from the rapid deceleration of large
inertial loads.
Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Motion
Architect is a registered trademark of Parker Hannifin Corporation,
Compumotor Division.

Benefits:
✰ Easy to

program
applications

✰ Shorten your
system design
time

✰ Cut your cost

✰ Eliminate
syntax errors

Motion Builder: Making Motion Control
Programming Easy & Effective

Motion Builder revolutionizes motion control programming by
providing a software tool that decreases the learning curve. Using
Motion Builder with the ZETA6104 and all 6000 Series products
allows you to design and program motion control applications in a
way that is already familiar to you—a flow chart methodology. Motion
Builder operates in a Microsoft Windows-based graphical develop-
ment environment. This software lets expert and novice program-
mers easily program Compumotor’s 6000 Series products without
learning a new programming language or syntax. Visual icons,
representing the motion functions you want to perform, are simply
dragged and dropped. This innovative tool shortens your system
design time and reduces your overall system cost. To receive a free
Beta version of Compumotor’s Motion Builder software, complete
and return the response card on page 8 of the newsletter or call
1/800/249-0520 to request it. Act now; this offer is limited.
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✆To receive Compumotor’s Systems and Controls catalog, which includes the ZETA6104, call 1/800/249-0520 and ask for Dept. 5520.

...Active Damping and Electronic Viscosity

Complete Technical Support for the ZETA6104
and All Compumotor Products
At Compumotor, we work hard to provide you with the engineer-
ing support tools to make your job easier. Years of experience
have enabled us to create a vast assortment of tools that
simplify the sizing, selection, and installation processes.
One tool that our customers find to be very helpful is
our selection of training videos. The following videos
are available to you free of charge.
• The ZETA Series—Selection and installation to get you up and

running quickly
• Motion Architect Demonstration for the 6000 Series—A 20-

minute step-by-step tutorial on Motion Architect
• Motion Control Technologies—Technologies and application

examples using S/SX, Z/ZX and Dynaserv product families
• Dynaserv Tuning—Step-by-step procedures to improve perfor-

mance
• SX Installation and Training—Programming and troubleshooting

for the SX
• Positioning Systems and Controls—Animated examples and

practical tutorials using Compumotor stepper and servo products

Other support tools that Compumotor offers include:
• Internet—Now you can access Compumotor’s complete

Systems and Controls catalog and OEM Products catalog
using the web. Our home page address is: http://
www.compumotor.com.

• E-Mail—A forum for questions; available 24 hours; 7 days a
week; e-mail address: tech-help@cmotor.com.

• FaxBack System—Immediate access is yours to our extensive
library of literature and technical manuals on all of the products
we offer. Simply dial 1/707/586-8586.

• Toll-Free Applications Engineering Assistance—When you have
urgent questions, expert answers are only a phone call away.
Just call 1/800/358-9070.

UL®

UL Recognition for
the ZETA Family!
The ZETA4 and ZETA6104
products have earned their
classification as U.L. Recog-
nized Components by
Underwriters Laboratories.
These products join the S/SX/
SXF Series, Z/ZX/ZXF Series,
OEM350/650(X) Series,
OEM300, APEX20/APEX40,
and APEX6152/APEX6154
Series products, which have
already been certified as U.L.
Recognized Components. All
of these products are certified
under the UL508 safety
standards covering industrial
control equipment. In addition,

all of these products are
certified by U.L. to
meet the Canadian
National Standards
and Codes. As such,
all of these products
have been authorized to
display the U.L. Mark for
Canada, known as cUR.
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Hauser’s HZR Series is a new line of vertical positioning linear
drives, featuring a design that provides a high-speed solution to
vertical automation requirements.
   The vertical HZR Series offers all of the advantages of Hauser’s
HLE linear (horizontal) models, including maintenance-free rollers
and wear-free steel reinforced timing belt for high accelerations.
A feature unique to the HZR Series is a torsion-resistant cast
housing that absorbs the vertical axis bending moments that are
produced during high horizontal accelerations, such as those
required in X, Y, and Z gantry systems.
   A modular component, HZR Series vertical drives prove an
“erector set” approach to system design that allow multi-axis (X,
Y, and Z) systems for factory automation applications to be
easily configured — particularly when combined with Hauser’s
HLE Series linear positioners.
   Available with a wide range of stepper and servo motors, the
HZR80 offers rated speeds to 200 in. per second, force capaci-
ties to 1,500 lbs., and repeatability to 0.2mm. Each HZR Series
section has eight T-slots along its length, and offers vertical
travel to 1,500mm (59.06 in.) in a single profile section
(HZR100).
   Benefits of the HZR Series include: low friction, minimal
particle generation, quiet maintenance-free operation, and high
reliability. The drive’s modular design easily incorporates a wide
variety of axis variations and drive options that reduce system
design time and costs.
   Common applications for Hauser positioning drives include
material handling, textile machinery, process automation,
inventory control, clean room equipment, and measurement and
control equipment.

Going Vertical with Hauser HZR Series
High-Performance Linear Drives

D

C A T A L O G☛

aedal has introduced a new, very compact positioning
table for applications requiring low-cost, smooth, and
repeatable motion for light payloads.
   Only 60mm wide by 32mm high, the 102000

positioner features a compact design that makes it suitable for
inspection, vision, gauging and  other applications where a
conventional stage would be too large.

   The positioner’s linear ball
bearing design provides
smooth, low-friction and
maintenance-free translation
over a lifetime of up to 1,200
km of travel. Two drive
mechanisms are available: for
low speed, very low-cost X
and X-Y positioning, the
102000 offers a rolled
leadscrew that offers repeat-

Low-Cost, Metric Positioning System
for Light Payloads

Daedal’s New
1996 Manual
and Motorized
Positioning Systems
Catalog

Request your free copy
of Daedal’s new catalog
that features the 102000
and 402000 Series Linear
Positioning Tables. This
new reference book has
been reorganized to
make information and
products even easier to
find. Inside this new
catalog are user-friendly
specification charts, an
intuitive product selection
guide, and an updated
motor control section.

✆ To receive Daedal’s Positioning Systems catalog or Hauser’s catalog, call 1/800/245-5903

ability to 10
microns.
For more
precise
positioning,
speeds to
15 RPS and
repeatability
to 2
microns, a
precision
ground
leadscrew is optionally available.
   Standard 102000 features include way covers to protect the
bearing drive system, motor mounting for NEMA size 17 and 23
stepper motors and size 16 servo motor. Optional hall effect limit
and home switches are easily adjustable without removing
covers.
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hrusts to 23,500 N (5300 lbf.). Velocities to 1.5 m/sec
(60 ips.). With this kind of power, a whole new world of
applications is now within reach. The ETB100 Series
incorporates a 38 mm (1.5 in.) diameter leadscrew, a

50 mm (2 in.) stainless rod, thrust bearings, steel pulleys with
polychain drive belts or steel couplings for direct drive, and its
trademark triple-roller bearing anti-rotate mechanism. All of
these features fit nicely into the
surprisingly small 114 mm (4.5
in.) square aluminum housing,
but don’t let the size fool you.
The muscle behind the me-
chanics is Compumotor’s APEX
Series of brushless servo
motors. Switch grooves have
been added to all four sides for
convenience, and of course, all
of the mounting options and
accessories currently used by
the rest of the ET Series have
been carried over to this newest
model. For complete informa-
tion on the ETB100 please refer
to catalog 1891-1, or contact
the Automation Actuator
Electric Cylinder department.

T

C A T A L O G☛

Automation Actuator’s ETB100 High Thrust Electric Cylinder
Opens Up a World of Applications
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Two Week Lead Time on Standard ET Series
Electric Cylinders
Product Manager, Jason Struthers, states, “We are currently
shipping 99% of standard cylinders in two weeks or less. Larger
quantities of 50 to 100 are leaving the factory in three to four weeks,
and although we believe we have the industry’s best delivery, we are
constantly striving to bring delivery times down even further.”

What do you do when a supplier calls you and asks if they can
alter a current design in order to improve quality, broaden
desired specifications, decrease footprint, and maintain price?
You’d probably ask what the catch was. Well, there is no catch,
and we have done just that to our broad range of SM Series hall
effect sensors and low amp reed switches. Recently we discov-
ered a way to ease the manufacturing process, while improving
almost every feature of the already popular sensors. Most
notably, our dependable sensors are now even more robust with
an IP67 rating, greater
temperature range,
thicker cabling and a
lengthened grommet for
better rigidity. The screw
assembly has also been
redesigned for ease of
use on the ET Series and
Daedal 202 Series. This
running change will be
effective on all SM Series
hall effect sensors and
low amp reed switches,
flying lead as well as
connector versions.

Newly Upgraded ET Switches and Sensors from AAD Catalog 1891-1 has been
expanded to include the
ETB100 product line. The
new version now includes
four sizes of brushless
servo stepper motor driven
electric cylinders, as well as
all of the associated drives,
controls and accessories.
Please contact your local
Parker Automation Technol-
ogy Center or Automation
Actuator for you copy of the
updated catalog.

Updated ParFrame
Catalog Also Available
Catalog 1814-2 has been
updated with all of Parker’s
new very light 4040
extrusion profile accesso-
ries. New accessories
include the 1/4-turn panel
mounting block, hinged
support bracket, cast
gussets, lift-off style hinges,
and a new, tight T-slot
cover.

Respond Now to
Receive Your
Free Copy of
Automation Actuator’s
Updated ET Catalog

photo

☎For more information on Automation Actuator products or to receive a free catalog, please call 1/216/336-3511.



S M   S E R I E S☛

roviding high-performance capabilities in a small, low-
cost package, Compumotor’s TQ Series brushless
servo drives offer cost-effective solutions to brushless
servo applications that have fractional horsepower

requirements.
   Available in three versions, the TQ10, TQ10SD and TQ10X are
compatible with many three phase, brushless motors that utilize

hall effect feedback, as well as
most standard brushed DC
motors. The TQ10 is a torque
amplifier, using an industry-
standard  ±10V analog input
and is compatible with most
servo controllers. The TQ10SD
uses the same command
interface utilized on most step
motor amplifiers, and thus
allows a simple upgrade from
a step motor to the higher
performance levels of
brushless servo systems. The
TQ10X includes a built-in
controller with Compumotor’s
popular “X” language com-
mand set.
   Providing continuous torque
to 5 amps, and peak current
to 10 amps, all TQ Series
drives are equipped with a
recirculating PWM amplifier,
assuring reduced motor and
drive heating.

Cost-Effective Servo for Motion Control Applications
with Fractional Horsepower Needs

   Housed in a rugged steel casing, the TQ Series features five
diagnostic LEDs that indicate seven different error and status
conditions, including Enable, Drive Fault, Motor Fault, Peak
Current, and Regen. Servo drive tuning is not required when the
TQ10 is used with one of Compumotor’s 6000 Series control-
lers, while any Compumotor indexer can be used with the
TQ10SD. The TQ10X is easily programmed via a simple RS232C
serial connection. Compumotor has speed/torque curves
available, detailing the performance capabilities of the TQ10
drives with Compumotor’s SM Series of three phase brushless
servo motors.

P

SM Series Motor
Compatibility with
the TQ Series
Complementing Compu-
motor’s TQ Series of
amplifiers, a new wiring
scheme of the military style
quick disconnect connec-
tors were added to the SM
23 frame brushless servo
motors. Dubbed the “TQ”
connector option, this
feature offers a simple and
easy way to inter-connect a
Compumotor servo system.
Hall-effect wiring was
removed from the feedback
connector and directed to
the motor connector.
Additionally, a new motor
cable was designed with
the motor phase wires
residing in the cable’s core,
covered with a braided
shield. Hall-effect wiring
surrounds that shield and
this in turn has its own foil
shield. A yellow PVC jacket
finishes the new cable.
Available in standard
lengths of 10 and 25 feet.

Compumotor product and service information as well as technical
support is now available on the worldwide web. Try our new home
page on the Internet at http://www.compumotor.com.
   Using the worldwide web, you can access and request product
catalogs, servo motor information, product specifications, and
technical user guides. Product pricing is provided. You can also
review descriptions of Compumotor training and installation videos
and request them. Technical training opportunities are outlined in
detail along with enrollment instructions. A special tool to help you
contact the authorized Compumotor distributor in your area has
also been installed for your convenience. In addition, you will have
access to special forums that allow you to communicate directly
with our product development and applications engineers.
   Launching onto the web has opened up a whole new world of
possibilities for Compumotor to serve our customers. We welcome
the opportunity to serve and support you more effectively. Come
visit us at our new home page and take a tour through motion
control technology from Compumotor.

We’re Surfing Now! Compumotor Launches onto the Internet

✆ To receive Compumotor’s Systems and Controls catalog, which includes the TQ10 and SM Series, call 1/800/249-0520 and ask for Dept. 5520.

Come visit our home page at: http://www.compumotor.com

Now online:
✰ Catalogs
✰ User guides
✰ Tech support
✰ And more!
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ongratulations to Dylan Kimmel, an engineer at an
automotive parts manufacturer in the New England
area.  Mr. Kimmel implemented several Compumotor
and Daedal products to build his Rear Quarter Glass

Panel Form Measuring Machine. This application measures a
rear quarter glass panel in the X-Z and Y-Z planes to ensure that
the contour of the glass meets the specification.  This test is
particularly critical to the process.  In the next step, the glass is
placed in the cavity of a 300-ton press where rubber is injection
molded around the glass.  If the glass’ contour  does not meet
the spec, it will shatter in the press (resulting in waste, system
downtime, and possible personal injury).
   This application requires high throughput and low settling
times (50 test points are checked on each piece of glass).  High
repeatability and resolution are also requirements for this
machine.  To directly interface with the data acquisition board, a
PC-based AT6400 indexer was chosen to drive the X and Y
axes.  The remaining two axes of unused control were eventually
used with the addition of a left side inspection station.  The ZETA
Series packaged microstepping drive and ZETA 57-83 step
motors were used with Daedal’s 406 Series precision linear
tables.  This combination provided the required accuracy and
stiffness of the system mechanics.  The ZETA’s electronic

Honorable Mention
❏  1st Runner-Up: Parid Turdiu Business: Medical Products (East Coast)

Application:  Hydro Refractive Keratectomy (Eye Surgery Via WaterJet)
Parker Products Used:  Model 6250 Controller, Daedal X-Y Table, CompuCAM,  Motion Architect

❏  2nd Runner-Up: Don Jander Business:  Electronic Components (Pacific Northwest)
Application:  Gap Control for High-Field Wiggler Magnet
Parker Products Used:  Model 4000 Indexer, Z Drive, Z620 Servo Motor

You could be the next winner!  See back page of the newsletter for instructions on how to enter and win.

Rear Quarter Glass
Panel Form
Measuring
Machine

Glass Panel Inspection Machine
Passes the Test

viscosity feature reduced settling times and increased system
throughput.  The ZETA’s active damping feature optimized load
acceleration and deceleration while its high resolution ensured
that accuracy requirements were met.

☎
For more information on Compu-Course Training, call Gail McLaughlin at 1/800/358-9068 (ext. 2459)

or request document #3500 from Compumotor’s FaxBack System 1/707/586-8586.

NEW Compumotor Training Schedule
In-depth Four- and Five-Day Courses at Compumotor!

Compumotor’s Technical Training curriculum, Compu-Courses,
is held at the manufacturer’s facility in northern California. These
hands-on, applications-oriented courses offer an ideal opportu-
nity for you to learn more about step motor and servo motor

CC-3: SX and ZX
Training
(Stepper & Servo)
CC-3 is a four-day course
designed for SX and ZX
users (applicable to Model
500 and most other X-
language products, too). It
will be held:
June 3-6, 1996
September 9-12, 1996
December 2-5, 1996

CC-1: 6000 Series
& Motion Architect
(Stepper)
Designed for users of stepper
controllers from the 6000
Series family. This five-day
course is held on the following
dates:
June 17-21, 1996
November 18-22, 1996

CC-2: 6000 Series
& Motion Architect
(Servo)
Designed for users of servo
controllers from the 6000
Series family. CC-2 is a four-
day course to be conducted
on the following dates:
April 9-12, 1996
May 20-23, 1996
August 19-22, 1996
October 21-24, 1996
December 16-19, 1996

CC-4: Model 4000
Training
(Stepper)
CC-4 is suitable for novice and
experienced Model 4000
Controller users.
May 6-9, 1996
November 4-7, 1996

systems.  Compumotor engineers will instruct you in a focused
training environment, free of interruptions. Each course starts
with the basics of a technology and progresses to selective labs
and lectures.

C
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C A L I F O R N I A

For faster response, simply fax back to Compumotor 707/584-2446 — Attn: Newsletter Fulfillment✆

☛ R E A D E R   R E S P O N S E

Yes! I would like more information on
the topics in this issue.
Please send me the following:

❍ 1996 Compumotor Systems Catalog

❍ 1996 Compumotor OEM Catalog

❍ Daedal Manual & Motorized Positioning Systems Catalog

❍ Hauser HLE & HZR Series Linear Drive Catalog

❍ Automation Actuator Catalog

❍ Beta Version of Motion Builder Software (Limited Offer)

Please fill out the information below if your label is
incorrect or to add a friend to our mailing list.

Name ________________________________________________

Title __________________________________________________

Company _____________________________________________

Address ______________________________________________

City ________________________________ State ____________

Zip Code ___________________________

Phone ______________________________

Parker Hannifin Corporation
Compumotor Division
5500 B

usiness P
ark D

rive
R

ohnert P
ark, C

A
 94928

BULK M
AIL

U.S. POSTAGE
PAID

ALBERTVILLE, M
N

PERM
IT NO. 8

Win a Free California Get-Away Weekend!
Compumotor
Application Story Contest

t’s simple and easy.
Just complete a short
entry form, briefly
describe your Compu-

motor motion control applica-
tion and include a picture of
your machine/process.  That’s
it!  Any application can win.
We’ll select a winner during
each issue and publish the
winning entry in this publica-
tion.

Here’s how it works:
➊ Complete an Official

Compumotor Application
Story Contest Entry Form
and return it to Compumo-
tor.  Get the form and
detailed instructions by
calling our new faxback
system—(707) 586-8586

or call  Compumotor’s
Marketing Communications
Department at 707-584-
2439.

➋ Entrants must provide a
completed form and photo
of the application/machine
Entries for this issue must
be postmarked by April 29,
1996.  All entries shall
become property of
Compumotor.
Compumotor ATCs are not
eligible.

Here’s what we’re
looking for:
☛ A complete and accurate

description of your
application and process

☛ A good, clear photo of
your machine

The winner will receive a
California Get-Away Weekend
compliments of Compumotor.

The grand prize includes
the following:
✰ Two round-trip airline

tickets to San Francisco (or
vicinity)!

✰ Accommodations for two
nights at a Rohnert Park,
CA inn or hotel (45 miles
north of San Francisco).

✰ A tour of Compumotor’s
manufacturing plant (lunch
included) and a chance to
meet the engineers who
designed your product(s)!

✰ A Compumotor Gift Pack
($100 value)

✰ A free California Bay Area
vacation!

First-place and second-place
runner-up winners will receive
Compumotor Gift Packs and a
voucher for a free Compu-
School (technical training
seminar—$1,000 value).
Compu-School is conducted
at Compumotor.  Runners-up
pay for airfare and accommo-
dations.
To get an official entry
form, call our new
faxback system.  Request
document #2222.

I

FAX

Motion & Control

or Tec FaxBa

(707) 586-8586

Clip out
lower half
of this
page and
send or
fax it back!

✄
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Receive a Free Beta Version
of Compumotor’s
Motion Builder Software.
See Page 2.


